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Heplinin the Power of ings Bodies. bx 

4 Del —_ mr Poppins Wind- Fountain and Fi ohce- Pump. 
Mr:Yo Obſervation concerning #atuval Fountains. | 
Some _ Con erations concerning that Subje@. ? 
Captain Sturmy's remarks of a Subterraneous Cave and Ci iſtern... 

. G..'T.. Obſervations. made oz the Pike of Teneriff, 1674. 
Some RefleGions and ConjeFures occaſioned thereupon. - A 
A Relation f alate- GA the. Ifte- of. Palma... \ ol 

To which are added ſome-- 

Si ERT: HOOKE. S:R.S.. 

LON DO 'N< 

Pied for- Jobu Martyn Printer to-the Rayal St ociety>. > 
| at the Bell. in St. Pans Church-Yard, 16 78. | 
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| weight on; ftretch- it-to,: __ you fl 

SPRING. 

_ He Theory: "of | Springs, though 
T >. \} 

”» 

>=* Fr RS -attempted . bas vers. eminent 
 Mathematicians of ' this Age 

OL has hitherto/ not been Publiſhed 
T oy: any. It it now-/about eighteen 

ears. ſince I: firſt found 1t out, 
bur deſigning to apply-it- to. ſome 

If — particular uſe, © L omitted | 'the 
"publikine®s Sareot, 

About threeyears, fi ince His Majeſty was pleaſe to 
ſee the Experiment that made-out this Theory: tried 
at White-Hal,as alſo my: Spring Watch. 

- About two years-fince I printed this Theory i in-an 
Aragram at theend of my Book: of theDeſcriptions of 

zCeiiinossstt niideſs,Ut tenſio ſic 
_ Try is, 'ThePower-of any Spring 1s.in theſame 
proportion with the Tenſion thereof: That is, fone 
power ſtretch or bend it one ſpace, |two: will bendiit 
two, and'three will bend-it three, andi ſo forward. 
-Now:as'the Theory is very ſhort, ſo the way of try- 
ing it is very cake.  - 

| Take then a quantity of even-drawn Wire, either 
Steel, Iron, or. Braſs, and coyl it on-an -even .Cy- 
linder-into a: Helix of what length or number; ofturns 
you -pleafe, then turn the: ends. of the Wire into 
Loops, :by.one of which ſuſpend' this : coyl- upon a 
nail, and by. the;other-ſuſtain the weight that: you 
would: have: to extend: it; - and-' hanging -on | ſeveral 
-Weights obſerve: exaQly-to what length each. of.the 

hts-do extend-it beyond thelength that-its own 
find tbat/3f 
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Law of? Nature, upon whit 

| | , or weights, 
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ights- anco the (hid ſeale iti the Gaine 

ritey;erials, and 7 mggatons xr 

proportions one £6: che orher tha thy C 
do that made them. ' 6 
| Phe ſame wil} be found, iF0al be mae; wicha 
piece of dry. wood that will bend: and return; if'ohe 
ls thereof be fi'x3 in'a horizontal poſture, arid'to 
the: other end be hanged: weights to make it 'benc 

Te .ying che Gecko rbod ner ame thin na 

of Air, whether By. on the nor for: the 
[thereof I' did about- fourteen! years fince 

publiſh in 'my AMzorographia, and: therefoke* T ſhall 
| not need to-add any farther deſcription thereof. 

Each of theſe ways will *be mote plainly: under- : | 
ſtood by the explanations of the annexed figures.” | . 
\ Thetfirſt whereof doth' repreſentby AB'thec | 
or helix of: Wites 'Cthb-end''of it; by* which it is ſa- 
ſpended, -D the other end thereof. by which a-fmall 
Scale \E is; hanged, into which .putting'' Weights 
3s FG HI KLM N, fingly and ſep cr ere or, 
in-proportion'to one another as\ 1423/4. 5/678; t 

| Spring will be thereby equallyRretcr to or on, 
that - 

/ 
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hagin, I © Regoctels fo:as the:bottoim of Scale 
deſcend- toi e,, then G- wilt make! it:: top; 
H tog, Ito r, K tos, Lrot,. M to, and: N tow, 8c: 
$o-that. x 0. ſhall be one- ſpace, XP, 5; $3, x”; 54 
XL; 55. X #,6, X-#.7z. X W;8. 

The ſecond figure repreſents' by Watch $ ing coy- 
led in a Spiral by CAB-BBD, whoſe end C:is fixed 
to a pin-or Axis immovable, - into the end 'of which 
the Axis. of a- finall light Wheel js- inferted, upon 
which. it moves; the end-D. is fixed:to a.pin inthe 
Rim of the Wheel yy F y,. upon which is.coyled- a 
ſmall Glk,- te the end-of. which is fixed a Scale: tgiſhe- 
celye the weights.. Fothe frame- in which thef@re 
contained. is. fixed: the: hand or Index z, then trying 
with. the. former weights put into the Scale E, you 
will find that if F put into. the Scale E ſinks thebot- 
tom. of it..x too, then G will fink it top, andH:ta 4; 
Lto,r, Ko s,.L to. Hand Z will Rows at 1 32,3,4,5,6,7.8 
on the Wheel. 

_ ,», FThetrials with a ſtraight wire; or 'a + ſtriight piece 
of wood laid Horizontal arc ſo plain they need not 
anexplicationby figure; and-the way of trying upon 
Air-1 have long fince explained in my Micogra- 
phia by figures. | 

- From. all which itis very evidentthat the Rule or 
Law of. Nature in every ſpringing body - is, that 
the force or power thereof to-reſtore it (elf to'itsna- 
tural poſition is always proportionate to-the Diſtance | 
or ſpace it is removed therefrom; whether it be by 
zpefaction, Or ſeparation of its Rs the one from:the 

Sf + 3+ 

i qe nearer. together. . Nor is it obſervable: in theſe 
odys.only, butin- all other fpringy bodies. whatſo- 
= . whether Metal, Wood, Stones; : baked Earths; 
Hair, Horns, Silk. Bones, Sinews, Glaſs, and the: like. 
Reſpe&t being had to-the particular figures of the 
'badics: bended, andthe: ————_ or: diſadvan- 
BEOS Ways.of Heng them. -- - 

f rom 
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.- From: this: Principle it - will be cafie- to- calculate 
the ſeveral (Fength' of - Bows, as of Long Bows or: 
Crofs-Bows, whether they be'made of Wood, Steel; - 
Horns, Sinews, or the like. As alſo of the Baliſte or 
Catapulte uſed by the Ancients, which being once 
found, and Tables- thereof calculated; I ſhall anon 
ſhew a way how to calculate. the power they have 
in ſhooting or caſting 'of Arrows, Bullets, - Stories, 
Granadoes, or. the like. - 

_ From theſe Principles alſo it will be eafie tocalculate- 
the-proportionate ſtrength of the ſpring of ag Watch: 
uppn the Fuſey thereof, and. conſequently :of' adjuſt» 
ing the Fuſey to theSpring ſo as to make it draw. or 
movethe Watch always with an equal force. 

From theſame alſo it will be cafe to-give the rea- 
ſon of the ſochroze motion of a Spring or.extended 
ſtring, -and of the. uniform found: produced by:thoſe: 
whole: Vibrations are quick :;enoygh to praduce-an 
audible ſound, as likewiſethe reaſon of the ſounds, 
and their variations in all manner- of 'fonoroyus. or- 
ſpringing Bodies,of which. more on another occafion. 

- From this appears the reaſon, as I fhall ſhew-by. 
and by, why- a Spring. applied -to the batance ofa. 
Watch doth make the. Vibrations thereof” equal; whe- 
ther they: be greater- or -\maller,. one of ' which- king I - 
ſhewed to the right Honourable. the, Lord Viſcount 
Brounker, the Honourable Robert Boyle Efqz: and- Sir: 

Robert Morey in the year 1660, 4n order, to have got» 

ten Letters Patents for theuſe and benefit thereof:; ©. 
From this it will be eafte to make a Philoſophical 

Scale to examine the weight. of any body without 
putting in- weights, ' which ,was that-which I mentt- 
oned at theendof my deſcription of Helioſcopes, the 
ground of which was - veiled. under this Anagram, 
cediinuvopsssttun,.namely, Ot ponds. fic ten- 
fio. The fabrick of which-ſee in the three firſt figures. 
. . This Scale I contrived in order to examine the graz 
vitatiou- of bodies towards. the Center of-the Eargh, 
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9%, to exatnine whether bodice at a further diftance 
from-the'Center of the Earth did not- 18ſec 'fomewhat 
of their. power or tenideticy. towards it. ' And- pro- 
pounded it as one of the Experiments to be tried at 
the top of the Pike of Texeriff, and attempted the 
ſire at the top- of the Tower of Sr. Paals before the 
burning of itin-the late great Fire 5 as alſo at the top 
and bottom of the Abby of St. Peters in Weſtminſter 
though theſe being by but ſmall diſtances removed 
from the Surface, F was not able certainly to perceive 
ary minifeſt difference. I-propounded the ſame alſo to 
be tried at the bottom and ſeveral ſtations of deep 
Mines; and D. Power did make ſome trials to'that end, 
but his Inſtruments not+being good, nothing could be 
certainly concluded from them. 

' Theſe are the: Phenomena of Springs and ſpringy 
bodies; which as they have'not hitherto been by any 
that I know teduced'to Rules, ſo haveall the attempts 
for the explicationsof the reaſon of their power, and 
of ſpringineſs in genera], beenvery inſufficient. 

In the year 166 , I printed a Intle Tract, which I 
called, 'An Attempt for the explication of the Phenome- 
#4, Gc,'of the riſing of water in the pores of very 

_ final} Vipes, Filtres, G'c. And being unwilling then to 
publiſh this Theory, as ſuppoſing i might be preju- 
dicial to my deſign of Watches, which I was then 
procuring a Patent for, I only hinted the principle 
which Tſuppoſed to be the cauſe of theſe Phzxnomena 
of ſprings in the 31 page thereof in the Engliſh Edi- 
tion, and in the 38 page of the Latine Edition, tran- 
ſlated by M. Behem, and printed at Amſterdam, 1662. 
But referred the further explication thereof till ſome 
other ny. 

The' Principles I then '\mentioned I called by the = 
names of Corgruity and Incongrnity of: bodies. And 
Renſet a further explanation of what I thereby 
meant on fome other occaſion. I ſhall here only ex- 

. Plainſo much of it as concerns the explication of this 
preſent Phxnomenon. By 

F 
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| By Congruity and Jucongruity then T underſtand no. 

thing elſe but an' agreement or diſagreement of Bo. '- 
dys as to their Magnitudes and motions. 

Thoſe Bodies then I ſuppoſe congruous whoſe 
particles have the ſame Magnitude, and the ſame de- 

of Velocity, or elfe an harmonical proportion 
of Magnitude, and harmonical degree of Velocity. 
And thoſe I ſuppoſe incongruous which have neither 
the fame Magnitude, nor the ſamedegree of Velocity, 
dor an harmonical proportion of Magnitude nor of 
Velocity. # : 
- I ſuppoſe then the ſenſible Univerſe to conſiſt of 
body and motion. | 

By Body I mean ſomewhat receptive and commu- 
nicative of motion or progreſſion. Nor canT have any 
other Idea thereof, for neither Extention nor Quan- - 
tity, hardneſs nor ſoftneſs, fluiditynor'fixedneſs, Rare- - 
faction nor Denſation are the proprieties of Body, 
but of Motion or fomewhat moved. | E 

By Motion T underſtand nothing but a power or - 
tendency progreſſive of Body according to feveral de- - 

ecs of Velocity; rn whe thy pat TD oe 
Thefe two do always counterballanice each ather in | 

all the effedts, appearances, and rations of Na- 
ture, and therefore it is not impothble but that they . 
may be oneand the-fame; for a little body with great 
motion is equivalent to a great ibody with little mati- 
en astoall its ſenſible effets in Nature. ; 
' Tdo further ſuppoſe then that all things in the'Uni- 
verſe that became the objects of our fenfes are com- - 
pounded of theſe two ( which we will for (the. pre- 

_ fent ſuppoſediſtin& eflences, 'though poflibly they 
tay be found. hereafter to be only differing concepts- 
onsof oneand the ſame e{fence)namely,Body,and Moti- 
or. And that there is no one-ſenſible Particle of matter 

— but owes the greateſt part of its ſenſible Extenſion to - 
Motion whatever part thereof it ows to Body accord» 

- ing 'to: the common [notion thereof : Which 1s, that |. 
3 Body p 

J% 
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Body: is ſomewhat that-doth perfetly fill a determi- 
nate quantity of ſpace or extenſion '{oas neceſſarily 
to exclude all other bodies from being comprehended 
within the ſame Dimenſions. © | \ 

I do:therefore define a ſenfible Body to be a de- 
terminate Space'or Extenſion- defended- from being 
penetrated by another, by a power from within. 
To make this the "more intelligible, Imagine a 

very thin plate of Iron, or the like, a foot ſquare, 
to be moved with a Vibrative motion forwards and 

' backwards the flat ways the length of a foot with 
ſo ſwift a motion as not to permit any other bo- 
dy to enter into that. ſpace within whieh it Vi- 
brates, this will compoſe ſuch an effence as I call in 
my ſenſe a Cubick foot of ſenſible Body, which dif- 
fers from the common notion of Body. as this ſpace 
of a Cubick foot thus defended by'this Vibrating plate 
doth from a Cubick foot of Tron, or the like, through= 
out ſolid. The Particles therefore that compoſe all 
bodies T'do fuppoſe' toowe the greateſt part of their 
ſenſible or-potential Extenſion'to a Vibrative motion. 

; This Vibrative'motion I do not ſuppoſe inherent or 
inſeparable fromthe Particles of body,. but communi- 
cated'/by Impulſes given from other bodies if the Uni- 
verſe. This only I ſuppoſe, that the Magnitude or 
bulk. of the body doth make it receptive. of this or- 
that peculiar motion that' 1s communicated, and-not 
of any other. That 1s, every Particle of matter ac- 
cording to its determinate or preſent Magnitude is 
receptive of -this or that peculiar motion and no 
other, ſo that Magnitude and receptivity of motion 
ſeems the ſame thing: To explain this by a fimilitudeor 
example. Suppoſea number of muſical {trings,as A B C 
DE, &&c. tuned to certain tones,and a like number of 
other ſtrings, as «,b,c,d,e, &c. tuned to the ſame ſounds 
Tefpedively, A ſhall be receptive of the motion of , 
but not of that of b, c, nor d; in like manner Bfhall be 
receptiveof the motionof b, but.not of the motion 

7 
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of 4, c or d. Ando of the reſt. This is that which 
I call Congruity and Incongruity. ce 
Now as we find that muſical ſtrings will be moved 

by Uniſons and Eighths,and other harmonious chords, 
though not inthe fame degree; ſo doI ſuppoſe. that V 
the patticles of matter will be moved principally by | 
ſuch motions as are Uniſons, as I may call them, orof 
equal Velocity with their motions, and by other har- 
monious motions in a leſs degree. 

I do further ſuppoſe, A ſubtil matter that incom- 
paſſeth and pervades all other bodies, ' which ' is 'the 
Menſtruum in which they ſwim which maintains and 
continues all ſuch bodies in their motion, and which 
is the medium that conveys all Homogenious or Har- 
monical motions from body to body. 

Further Iſuppoſe, that all ſuch particles of matter 
as are of a like nature, when notſeparated by others 

| of a differing nature will ” remain together, and 
ſtrengthen the common Vibration of them all againſt 
the differing Vibrations of the ambient bodies. 

According to this Notion-I ſfappoſe the: whole x 
Univerſe and all the particles thereof to be in a con- 
tinued motion, and every one to take its ſhare of 
ſpace or room.in the ſame, according to the bulk of 
its body, or according to the particular power 
it hath to receive, and continue this or that peculiar 
motion. 

s Twoor moreof theſeparticles joyned immediately \ 
together, and coaleſcing into one become of another | 
nature, and receptive of another degree of motion 
and Vibration, and make a compounded particle 
differing in nature from each of the other par- 
ticles. | | 

_ All bulky and ſenſible bodies whatſoever I ſuppoſe 
to be made up or compoſed of ſuch particles which 
have their peculiar and appropriate- motions which are 
kept together by the differing or diſſonant Vibratio 
of the ambient bodies or fluid. 

C According 
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- -Acconding; to:'the -diflexence -of: theſe. Vabrative 
motions of the Incompaſhng; bulks. - All: bodies are. 
| ng leſs owe in. preſerving. their” peculiar 

$, 

if bodies neer the Earth are incompaſſed with 
a; fluid: ſabtil matter: by. the differing. Velocity of 
whoſe parts all- ſolid bodies are kept: together in the 
peculiar ſhapes, they were left in when they were laſt 
fluid. And all fluid bodies. whatſoever: are mixed 
with-thisflid,; andWwhich 1s.not extruded” from: them 
till they become. ſolid: | 

kluid- bulks differ from ſolids only in this, that all 
fluids: conſiſt of two ſorts of particles, the one this 
common Menſtruum | near the Karth, which is inter- 
ſperſed between the Vibrating particles appropriated 
to that: bulls and ſo participating of: the motionsand 
Vibrations: thereof':: And: the, ather, by excluding 
wholly, oenot participating of thatmotion. 

Though: the: particles, of ſolid; bodies do by their 
Vibrative motions exclude this- fluid from coming. be- 
tweerw them . where; their motions do immediately 
toweh; yet, are theres certain; ſpaces between: them 
Which.are: not: defended: by:the motion- of: the par- 
ticles frotty being pervaded:- by: the Heterogeneous 
fluid menftruum., | 

Theſe ſpaces ſo-undefended by the bodiesand Vi- 
brative motion of the particles, and conſequently 

rvaded: by the ſijhtil —_— Heterogeneous 
Rai are; thoſe we: call. the inlenfible. pores: of 
bodies. ; 

According tothe, bigneſsof the bodies:the motions 
are,; but in; reciprocal -proportion : Phat 1s, the big- 
ger or more powerful the body is, the flower is>its- 
motion. with whictrit. compaunds the particles;. and 
the les the body is,. the (witter-i$1ts motion, 

Theſmaller the-pazticles of; badies. are, the-nearer 
decthey: approach. to-the.-nafure of the general _—; | 

, and) 
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and themoreeafily do they-mix and participate of-ies 
'MOt1ON. 4. | 

'The Particles of all ſolid- bodjes do immediately 
touch -each- other; that 1s, the'Vibrative motions of 
the bodies do every one touch each other at.every 
Vibration. For explication, Let A'B C repreſent 
three bodies, each of | 
theſe bodies 'I fup- HH A B&B B Þ CG 
poſe to have a Vi- ro 200d ep0M0ag20e 00:0-<ammorerijeN 1p otecore ems enrbIb 

brative motion on e1- : | i 
ther ſide of it, A'be- | B.A. Ms 144 
tween D and E,B be- | 
tween E andF, and C between” Fand G. I ſuppoſe 
then that Þ in every one of its Vibrations doth meet 
AateE, andCartF, and1o the motionsare continually 
interchanged : That 1s, B communicatesits motion to 
A atE,and A atithe ſame time and place communicates 
ts motion to-B, which- returning to'F meets there 
with C, and communicates its received motion to C, 
which at. the ſame inſtant and place communicates its 
own motion to B, which returns it back toE: So 
that the Velocity of theſe bodies 1s always the ſame, 
and each body imprefſeth on the contiguous bodies 
ſuch a determinate number of pulſes within a certain 
ſpace of time. Suppoſe for inſtance, in every ſecond 
of time B communicates to A and to C one million 
of pulſes, and hath received as many from each 
of them, by which means each of, them doth pre- 
ſerve its own ſpace of Vibration, &@rding to the 
power of its Vibration, that neither of the contigu- 
ous bodies can enter into it. The extreme particles 
A and C are repercuſſed by the motion of the am- 
bient Heterogeneous fluid, whereof though the bo- 
dies are of differing magnitudes, yet the body and 
motion of the one are - equivalent to the body and 
motion of the other, ſo- that whatever the body be 
leſs, the motion is quicker ; and where the body 1s 
bigger, the motion isleſs. But the Partieles of fluid 

| C 2 bodies 
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- permit themixture of the other Heterogeneous:fluid 
.near the Earth, which: ſerves to communicate theimo- 

' tion'from particle to particle without: the immediate 
contact ofthe Vibrationsof. the Particles. | - 
-.. Allfolid Bodies retain'their ſolidity; till by. other 
extraordinary motions their natural or proper moti- 
ons become intermixed with other differing motions, 
and ſo they become a bulk of -componnded motions, 
which weaken each others Vibrative motions. So 
that though the ſimilar parts do. participate of each 
others motions, whereby they indeavour.to joyn or 
keep together, yet dothey-alfo participate. of an He- 
terogeneous motion, which endeavours. to ſeparate 
or keep them aſunder. And according to the preva- 
.lency of the one or the other is' the body more or leſs 
fluid or folid.- . ,; -- img): $3 | 

All bodies whatſoever would be fluid were it not 
for the external Heterogeneous motion' of the Am- 
bient. | EEE 

,.+ And all fluid bodies whatſoever would be. un- 
bounded, and [have their parts fly from each other 
were'it not for ſome prevailing Heterogeneous mo- 
tion from. without them that drives themrmore power- 
fully together. . 

| Heterogeneous motions from without are propar- 
__gated;within the.ſolid i a direct line if. they hit per- 
pendicular to the ſuperficies or bounds, but if ob- 
liquely.in ways not dire, but different and defleced, 
according to. the particular inclination. of the body 
rriking, and according to the proportion of the Par- 
ticlesſtriking and being ſ{truck.. . SEN 1 

All ſpringy bodies whatſoever conſiſt of parts thus 
qualified, that 1s, of ſmall bodies indued with ap- 
propriate and peculiar motions, whence every one of 
theſe. particles hath a particular Bulk, Extenſion, or 
Sphere of activity which it defends from the ingreſs 
af any. other igcompaſling Heterogeneous body-whullt 

f 
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19 its natural eſtatz.and balance initheUniverſe:Which 
particles being all of the ſame nature, that is, of 
equal bodies, and equal motions, they: readily co- 
aleſce and joyn together, 'and make up one ſolid bo- 
dy, not perfectly every where contiguous, and whol- 
ly excluding the above mentioned- ambient fluid, but 
permitting it in many places to pervade the ſame ina 
regular order, yet not ſo much but that they do whol- 
ly exclude the ſame from paſſing between all the ſides 
of the compounding particles. | 

_ The parts of all ſpringy bodies would recedeand 
fly from each other were they not kept together by 
the Hcrerogeneous compreſling motions of the: am- 
bient whether fluid or ſolid. 

Theſe principles thus hinted, I ſhall in the next 
place come to the particular explication of the man- : 
ner how they ſerve to explain -the. Phznomena/.of . KR 
ſpringing bodies whether ſolid or-fluid.- - 

_ © Firſt for ſolid bodies, as Steel, Glaſs, Wood, &. 
which havea Spring both inwards and outwards, ac- - 
cording as they are either .compreſſed or dilated be- - 
yond their natural ſtate. . | T 
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Let A B repreſent a line of ſach a body compound- 
ed of eight Vibrating particles, as 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, ®, - - 
and ſuppoſe each of thoſe Particles to perform a mil- | 
lion of ſingle Vibrations, and. conſequently of oc- - 
curſions with each other. in a ſecond minute of time, . 

C:3, their .: 
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their motion being-of ſuch a Velocity! imprefled from 
the Ambient-on the” rwo extreme: Particles ?r'ands$, 
Firſt,;if by: ary externalpower' on [the two extremes 
Pand'$, they be removed *further afiinder, as to OD, 
then ſhall all 'the'Vibrative Particles "be: proportiona- 
bly extended, and the'number of Vibrations, and con- 
fequently of occurfions be 'reciprocally ' diminiſhed, 
and confequently their - endeavour of receding from 
-each other be reciprocally dimimfſhed alſo. For fup- 
poſing this ſecond Dimenſion of Length 'be to the 
firſt as:3"to 2,' the length of the Vibrations, and con- 
fequently of occurfions, | be | reciprocally diminiſhed, 
For whereas I ſuppoſed to00000 1n a ſecond of the 
former, here can be but 666666 1n this, and conſe- 
quently the'Spring inward muſt be in proportion to 
the Extenſion beyond its natural length. 
Secondly, if byaty external force the extreme par- 

ticles be removed! a'third' part nearer together than 
C the external nataral: force - being alway the ſame 
both in this'and the former inſtance, which is the bal- 
lance to it" in its natural ſtate |) the length of the: Vi- 
brations ſhall be proportionably diminiſhed, and the 
number of them, and conſequently of the occurſions 
be reciprocally augmented, and inftead of x000000, 
there ſhall be 1500000. 



[15] 
_ Havmg| tlius: explained: the: moſt. fimple- way: of 
ſpringing in ſolid bodies, .it will: he. very eafie w EX 
plain the compound way. of ſpringing, that is, by 
flexure, ſuppoſing. only. two of: theſe lines. joyned 
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together as at G HIK, which being by any'external' 
power bended into the form-L NN-O, LM will be 
extended, and N'O will be dimmiſhed:in proportion 
to the flexure, and conſequently the ſame proportions: . 
_ Rules for its endeavour: of reſtoring. it ſelf wall 

In the next place for fluid bodies, amongſt which. 
the greateſt inſtance we have is air,though the ſame be.. 
in ſome proportion in all other fuidbodies. 

The Air then is a body cenfitting- of particles-ſo-, 
ſmall: as to be almoſt: equal to -the- particles of the - 
'Heterogeneous fluid medium- incompaſiing the earth. . 
It is bounded but on. one fide, namely; towards the-- 
earth,  and'is indeffnicely extended upward: being | 
only hindred'from- flying-away thatway by its own: 
gravity, ( the cauſe of which-T\hall ſome. other. time. 
explain.) It confiſtsof: the fame- particles ſingle and:; 
ſeparated, of which water and other fluids do, cons - 
jJoyned and compounded,' and being made of particles : 

o” Ss exceeding - 
f 
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exceeding ſill irs morion( ro tinke ioballance ith 
the reſÞof the earthy bodies) is-exceeding ſwift, and 
its Vibrative Spaces exceeding large, comparative to 
the 'Vibrative Spaces of other terreſtrial bodies. I 
ſuppoſe that of. the Air next the Earth in its natural 
ſtate may be 8000, times greater than-that of Steel, 
and above atthouſand times greater than that of com- 
mon water, and proportionably I ſuppoſe that its mo- 
tion muſt be eight thouſand times ſwifter than the for- 
mer, and above a thouſand times ſwifter than.the 1a- 
ter. Tf therefore a quantity of this body be incloſed 
by aſolid body, and that be ſo contrived as to com- 
preſs it inta leſs room, the motion thereof ( ſuppoſing 
the heat the ſame ). will continue the ſame, and con- 
ſequently. the Vibrations and. Occurſions, will be in- 
creaſed in" reciprocal proportion, that is, if it. be 
Condenſed into half the ſpace the. Vibrations and 

* Occurfionswill be double in number : If into-a quar- 
ter the Vibrations and Occurſjons will be. qua- 
druple; e*c.: - TOM eh OS 

Again, If the conteipipg Veſſebe ſo contrived as 
to leave it; more: ſpace,  the-length of the Vibrations 
will be proportionably inlarged, .and the number of 

- Vibrations: and Occurfions will be reciprocally  dimi- 
niſhed, that is, if it be ſuffered to extend to twice its. 
former dimenſions, its Vibrations .will be twice as 
long,.and-:the number of its Vibrations and Occurſi- 

ons will be fewer by.half,, and conſequently its indea- 
voursoutward,will be alſo weaker by half. : 
= Theſe Explanations will ſerve wmtatis mutandis for 

| explaining the Spring of. any other Body whatſo- 
EVER? rH 3 27 Bri..tcy 7 

vIt now; remains; that I ſhew how the conſtitutions 
of ſpringy bodies: being; ſuch, the Vibrations of a., 
Spring,:-or'a Body moyed by a Spring, equally and . 

formly fhall-be of equal duration whether they be 
greater or lels, | go. 57 -} ? 

$' i : 
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I have herealready ſhewed then that the power of 

all Springs is proportionare'to the degree of flexure, 
viz. one degreeof flexure, or one ſpace bended hath 
one power, two hath two, and three hath three, and 
ſo forward. And every point of the ſpace of flexure 
hath a peculiar power, and conſequently there being 
infinite points of the ſpace, there mult be infinite de- 
grees of power. 
.. And conſequently all thoſe powers beginning from 
nought, and ending at the laft degree of tenſion or 
bending, added together into one ſum, or aggregate, 
will be in duplicate proportion to the ſpace bended or 
degree of flexure; that 1s, the aggregate of the 
powers of the Spring tended from its quieſcent po- 
{ture by all the intermediate points to one ſpace 
( beit what length you pleafe } is equal, or in the 
ſame proportion to the ſquare of one (* ſuppoſing 
the ſaid ſpace infinitely diviſible into the fractions of 
one;)to two, isequal, or in the ſame proportion to 
the ſquare of two, that 1s four ; to three 1s equal or 
in the ſame proportion to the ſquare of three, that 1s 
nine, and ſo forward ; and conſequently the aggre- 
gate of the firſt ſpace will be one,of the ſecond ſpace 
will be three, of the third ſpace will be five, of the 
fourth will be ſeven, and ſo onwards in an Arithme- 
tical proportion, being the degrees or exceſſes by 
which theſe aggregates exceed one another. 

The Spring therefore in'returning from any degree 
of flexure, to which it hath been bent by any power 
receiveth at every point of the ſpace returned an 
impulſe equal to the power of the Spring in that 
point of Tenfiony and in returning the whole it re- 
ceiveth the whole aggregate of all the forces belong- 
ing to the | apo, degreeof that Tenſion from which 
it returned 3 ſo a Spring bent two ſpaces in its return 
receiveth four degrees of impulſe, that is, three in 
the firſt ſpace returning, and one m the ſecond 3 ſo 
bent three ſpaces it receiveth m its whole return nine 

D c_— 
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degrees of impulſe, that is, five in the firſt ſpace re-- 
turned;thiree in the ſecond, and one in the third, 

So bent ten ſpaces it receives in its whole return 
one hundred degrees of impulſe, to wit, nineteen in 
the firſt, ſeventeen in the ſecond, fifteen in the third, 
thirteen in- the fourth, eleven in thefifth, nine in the 
ſixth, ſeven in the ſeventh, five in the eighth, three" 
in the ninth, and one in the tenth. 
Now the comparative Velocities-of any body mo-. 

ved are inſubduplicate proportion to .the aggregates 
or ſums of the.poweis by which itis moved, therefore 
the Velocities of the thole ſpaces returned arealways 
in the ſame proportions with thoſe ſpaces, they being 

_ both ſubduplicate to the powers, and confequently. 
all the times ſhall be equal. _ 

Next for the Velocities of the parts-of the ſpace 
returned they. will-be always proportionate to .the 
roots of the aggregates of: the powers impreſfed 
in every. of theſe ſpaces; for in the laſt inſtance, 
where the Spring 1s _ ſuppoſed bent ten ſpaces, 
the Bonny at. the end of the firſt ſpace returned. 
ſhall be as. the root-of 19. at the end of the ſecond 
agtheRootot 36. thatis, of 19. 17. at the end of 
the third as the-Root of 51. that is of 19 + 17 
T I5.. At the end of the fourth as the+ Root 

_ of 64. thatisof 19 17 + 15 + 13. at the end of 
the tenth, or whole as the, Root of 100. that 1s as. 

v.19 +17 +15-+ 13 FIL-+9F 7 +5+3 
FT, equal to 100. 

Now fince the Velocity is in. the ſame proportion. 
oY . 

to the root of the ſpace, as the root of the ſpace is to 
the time, it is ealie to determine the particular time 
in which every one of theſe ſpaces are paſſed for. 
dividing the ſpaces. by the Velocities. correſponding 
thequotients give the particular times. 

Toexplain this more intelligibly,let Ain the fourth _ 
| figurerepreſent the end ofa Spring not bent,orat leaſt 

COUn-*. 
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counterpoiſed in that polture by:a power fixt to it,and 
moyable with it,draw the line A B C,and let it repre- 
ſent the way in which the end of the Spring by addi- 
tional powers is to be moved, draw to the end of it 
'Cat right Angles the Line C4Da, and let CD re- 

_ preſent the power that 1s ſufficient to bend or move 
the end of the Spring A to C,then draw-the Line D A, 
and from any poiat of the Line A C as B B.Draw Lines 
parallel to CD, cutting the Line D A inE, E, the 
Lines BE, B E, will repreſent the reſped&tive powers 
requiſite to bend the end of the Spring AtoB, which 
Lines B E,BE,C D will bein the ſame proportion with 
the length of the bent of the Spring A B, AB, AC. 

And becauſe the Spring hath in every point of the 
Line of bending A C,a particular power,thereforeima- 
gining infinite Lines drawn from every point of A C 
parallel to C D till they touch the Line A D, they will 
all of them fill and compoſe the Triangle A CD. The 
Triangle therefore A: C D will repreſent the aggregate 
of the powers of the Spring bent from A'to C, and 
the leſſer Triangles ABE, A BE will repreſent the 
aggregate of all the powers of the Spring bent from 
A toB,B, and the Spring bent to any point of the 
Line A C, andlet go from thencewill exert 1n its re- 
turn to A all thoſe powers which are equal to the re- 
ſpective ordinates B E, BE, in the Triangles, the ſum 
of all which make up the Triangles ABE, A BE. 
And the aggregate of the powers with which it re- 
turns from any point, as from C to any point of the 
ſpace CA as to BB, is equal to the Trapezium 
CDEB, CDEB, or the excefles of the greater 
Triangles abovethe leſs. EEC 
Having therefore ſhewn an-Image to repreſent the 

| flexure and the powers, ſo as plainly to ſolve and” an- 
{wer all Queſtions and Problems concerning them, in 
thenext place I come to' repreſent the Velocities ap- 
propriated to the ſeveral powers. The Velocitics 
then being always in a ſubduplicate proportion oo 
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the powers, that 1s, as the Root of the powers im- 
prefied, and the powers impreſt being as the Trapezi- 
um or the exceſs of the Triangle or ſquare of the 
whole ſpace to be paſt above. the ſquare. of the ſpace 

 yetunpafſed;; if upon the Center A; and: ſpace AC, 
(C being the point from which the Spring is ſuppoſed 
let go )'a Circle be deſcribed as CG GF,and ordinates 
drawn from any point-of C A the ſpace to be paſt, 
as from B, B, to the ſaid Circle,as B G,B G,theſe Lines 
B G,B G,will repreſent-the Velocity of the Spring re- 
turning from C to B, B, e*c. the ſaid'ordinates being 
always 1n the ſame proportion with the Roots of the 
Trapeztums CDE B, CDEPB for putting AC= 
to a, and A B =b, BG will always be equal to 
44a —bb, the ſquare of the ordinate being always 
gguaizo the ReQangleof. the intercepted parts of the 
Mameter- + x 
Having thus found the Velocities, to wit, BG, B G, 

AF, to find the times correſponding, on the Diame- 
ter A Cdraw a Parabola C HF whoſe Vertex-is C,and 
"which paſſeth: through the point F. The Ordinates 
ofthis Parabola BH, B H;AF,*are in the ſame pro- 
portion with the Rootsof the ſpaces CB, CB, CA, 
then making GB to H B as HB to IB, andthrough 
the /points CILIF drawing. the curve CTIIF, the 
reſpe@ive.ordinates-'of this curve ſhall repreſent the 

. - proportionate time that the Spring ſpends in re- 
turning the ſpaces CB, CB, CA. 

If the powers or ſtiffneſs of the Spring be greater 
than what I:befare ſappoſed, and. therefore muſt be 
expreſſed by the Triangle C de A. then the Velocities 
w1ll be the Ordinates 1n an Ellipſe as Cy »y N, greater 
than theiCircle;. as: it will_ alſo if the power be the 
fame, and the bulk moved by the Spring belcſs. Then 
'will the S-like Line of times meet with the Line A F 
at a point as X within the point F.But if the powers of 

the Spring be weakerthan Iſuppoſed,then will C $e e 
A-repreſent. the powers, and C , yy O the Ellipſis of 

| | Velocity, 
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Velocity, whofe OrdinatesB y,, B y, A O will givethe 
particular Velocities, and the S-like Line of time will 
extend beyond N. The ſame will happen ſuppoſing 
the body ( moved by the Spring) to be propor- 
tionately heavy, and the powers of the Spring the 
ſame with the firſt. | | 

And ſuppoſing the power of the Spring the ſame 
as at firſt, bended only to B 2, andfrom thence let go 
B2 EA is the Triangle of its powers, the Ordinates 
of the CircleB g Irare the Lines of its Velocity, and 
the Ordinatesqt the S-like Line B 1F are the Lines of 
time. | 

Having thus ſhewed you how the Velocity of a' 
Spring may be computed, it will be eafie to calcu- 
late to what diſtanceit will be able to ſhoot or throw 
any body that is moved by it. And this muſt be done 
by comparing the Velocity of the aſcent of a body 
thrown with the Velocity of the deſcent of Gravity, 
allowance being alſo made for the Reſiſtance and im- 
pediment of the medium through which it paſles. 
For inſtance, ſuppoſe -a Bow or Spring fixed at 
16 foot: above a Horizontal floor, which is near 
the ſpace that a heavy body from reſt will deſcend 
perpendicularly in a. ſecond of time. IF a Spring de- 
Iver the budy, in the Horizontal line with a Velocity 
that moves it 16 foot in a ſecond of time, then {hall 
It fall at 16 foot from the perpendicular point on the 
floor over which it was delivered with ſuch Velocity, 
and by its motion ſhall deſcribe in the Air or ſpace 
through which it paſſes,a Parabola. If-the Spring be 
bent to twice the former Tenſion, ſo as to deliver the 
body. with double the Velocity in a Horizontal Line, 
that 1s, with a Velocity that moves 32 fookin a ſe- 
cond, then ſhall the body touch the floor in /a point 
very near - at 32. foot from the aforeſaid perpen- 
dicular point,: and the Line of the motion of the 
body, ſo ſhot ſhall be moved in a Parabola, ora Line 
very near it, I fay very near it, by reafon that the 

| D 3 Impediment. 
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'Impediment ofthe medium doth hinder the exaCtneſs 
of it. If it be delivered with treble, quadruple, 
quintuple, ſextuple, ec. the firſt Velocity it ſhall 
touch - the floor atalmoſt treble, quadruple, quintu-. 
ple, ſextuple, ec. the firſt diftance. I ſhall not need 
to ſhew thereaſon why it is moved-1n a Parabola, it 
having been ſufficiently demonſtrated long fince by 
many others, | | 

If the body be delivered by the Spring at the floor, 
but ſhot by ſome Angle upwards,knowing withwhat 
Velocity the ſame is moved when ditions, and with 
what Inclination to the Perpendicular the ſame 1s di- 
rected, and the true Velocity of a falling body, you 
may eaſily know the length of the Fa&#x# or ſhot, and 
the time it willſpend in paſfing that length. 

_ Thisis found by comparing the time of its aſcent 
with the time of the deſcent of heavy bodies. Theaſ- 
cent of any body is eafily known by comparing its 
Velocity with the Angle of Inclination. 

Let 2 bthen in the fifth Figure repreſent 16 foot, or 
the ſpace deſcended by a heavy body in a ſecond 
minute of time. If a body be ſhot from 6, in the Line 
bf with a Velocity as much ſwifter than that equal 
motion of 16 foot in a ſecond, as this Lineb fis longer 
than 4b the body ſhall fall ate; for in the ſame ſpace” 
of time that the oblique equal motion would make 
it aſcend from bd to a c, will the accelerated direct 
motion downward move it from-a c:to'b d, and there- 
fore atthe end of the ſpace of one ſecond, when the 
motions do equal and balance each other, the body 
muſt be in the ſame Horizontal Line in which it wasat 
firſt, but removed. aſunder by the ſpace be, and for 
the points it pafſeth through in all the intermediate 
ſpaces this method will determine it. ET es 

Let the Parallelogram 2abpqg then repreſent 
the whole Velocity of the aſcent of a body by 
an equal motion of 16 foot in a ſecond, and 
the Triangle pq r repreſent the whole TORT 
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of the accelerated deſcending motion, p b is then the 
Velocity with which the body 1s ſhot, and p is the 
point of reſt where the power of Gravity begins to 
work onthe body and make it deſcend. Now draw- 
ing Lines parallel to aqr, ass tn, s # gives the Velo. 
city of the point ? aſcending, and #» the Velocity of 
the ſame point # deſcending. 

Again, p bs t ſignifies the ſpace aſcended, and pt x 
the ſpace deſcended, ſo that ſubtracting the deſcent 
from theaſcent you have the height above the Line b d, 
the conſideration of this, and the equal progreſs for- 
wards will give the intermediate Velocities, and-de- 
termine the points of the Parabola. 
Now having the Ja&z given by this Scheme or 

Scale, appropriated to theparticular Velocity, where- 
with any body is moved in this or that line of Incli- 
nation, 1t will be cafie to find what Velocity -in any 
Inclination will throw it to any length ; for in any 
Inclmation as the ſquare of the Velocity thus found in 
this Scale for any inclination is to the ſquare of any 
other Velocity, ſo is the diftance found by this 
Scale to the diſtance anſwering 'to the ſecond Velo- 
Cit. MR 
1 have not now time to inlarge upon this ſpeculati- 

on, which would afford matter enough to fill a Vo- 
lame, by which all the difficulties about impreſſed 
and received motions, . and the Velocities and effects 
reſulting would be eaſily reſolved. 

Nor haveInow time to mention. the great number 
of uſes that are and may be made of Springs in Me- 
chanick contrivances, but ſhall only add, that of all 
ſpringy bodies there is none comparable to the Air for 
the valtneſs of .its power of extention and contract» 
on. Upon this Principle I remember to have feen 
Jong ſince in Wadham Colledge, in the Garden of the 

| learned Dr. Wilkins, late Biſhop of Cheſter, -a Foun- 

tain ſo contrived as by the. Spring of the included 
Air to throw up to a great height a Jarge and _ 

ream . 
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ſtream'of water : Which water was firſt forced into 
the Leaden Ciſtern thereof: by two force Pumps 
which did alternately work, and-ſo condenſe the Air 
included into a_ ſmall "Room. The contrivance of 
which Engine was not unknown to the Ancients, as 
Hero in his Sprritalia does ſufficiently manifeſt, nor 
were they wanting in applying 1t tovery good uſes, 
namely, for Engines for quenching fire: ' As Vitruviys 
( by the help of the Ingenious Monſieur Claxde Per- 
raults interpretation ) hath acquainted us in the 
Twelfth Chapter of his Tenth Book, where he en- 
deavours to deſcribe Cteſib3#s his Engine for quench- 
ing fire. Not long ſince a German here in Ezgland 
hath added a further improvement thereof by con- 
veying the conſtant ſtream of water through Pipes 
made of well tanned and liquored Leather, joyned 
together. to any convenient length by the help of 
brazen Screws. By which the ſtream of water may 
be conveyed to any convenient place through narrow 
and otherwiſe inacceſlible paſlages. : 

The ingenious Dr. Denys Pappir hath added a fur- 
ther improvement that may be made to this Cteſtbiaz 
Engine by a newandexcellent contrivance of his own 
for making of the forcing Syringe or Pump, which at . 
my defire he is pleaſed to communicate to the Pub- 
liqueby this following Deſcription, which he ſent me 
ſome time {ince. \ 

\/ 

Dr. Pappins 
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Dr. Pappins Letter containing a 
Deſcription of a Wind-Fountain, and 
hu own particular contrrvance about the 
forcer of its Syringe. 

| Ince the Artificial Fountain you have ſeen at 
g Mr. Boyles ( which was of my making upon his 

-deſire ) hath been fo pleaſing to you as to make 
you deſire to ſee my deſcription thereof, I cannot 
doubt but the ſame will be as grateful alſo, and welt 
received by the Publick, eſpecially when they ſhall 
therein find a remedy for one of the greateſt incon- 
veniencesof forcing Pumps, which are of ſo great 
uſe for raiſing of water, and quenching of fires. This 
was the occaſion of my ſending you this preſent de- 
ſcription, which would not | Ts been thus prolix 
had it been only for your ſelf. | 

In the Figure then A A is the Receptacle or body 
of the Fountain careful ſodered in all places, BB is 
the Pump, CC the Plug or forcer, D a Pipe in the 

/ middle of the Plug, which 1s perfettly ſhut and ſtop- 
ped when the PlateE E is forced down upon it, EE 
1s the Plate with a hole in the middle, upon which is 
ſodered a Pipe F, which ſerves fora handle to move 
the Plug up and down. 
G is a Cock atthetop of the Pipe, which ſerves 

to moderate the Jetto or ſtream. | | 
H Hisa Valve at the bottom of the Pump, which 

openeth gutward for the paſſage of the water out of 
the Pump into the Fountain or Receptacle, 

IT is aCroſs at the top of the Plug to hinder the 
Plate EE from being drawn or ſeparated too far 

E - from 
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from the hole D in working it to. and fro. 

| K Kare two Pins ſerving both to force .down and 
keep open the Valve HH.  . 

_ LL aretwo Appendices ſodered unto-the top of. 
the Pipe F F, ſerving-both for a handle to-the Rod: 
of the forcer, and alſo tokeep down the forcer. 
M M are-two other appendices or buttons faſtned 

at the top of the two ſmall pillars NN, ſo as to turn 
upon the ſame, and ſerve to haſp or button down the. 
ends LL of-the handle. of the forcer that” it be not: 
drivenup again. 
QO- 1s. the Baſin for receiving the water that falls. 

from the Jet or ſtream from which it may be forced 
againinto the Fountainor Receptacle. . | 

For charging this Machine.the Baſin O O muſt firſt 
be filled - with water, and then the Pump muſt be 
worked | to and fro. In. doing of which, when' the 
Plug is drawn upwards the water in the Baſin :runs in 
through the croſs ({ thraugh which the Rod F F paſ- 
ſes,) where finding the hole Dopen it fills the ſpaces 
of the bottam of. the Pump; then the Pump being 
thus liens the Plug is to - be forced downwards, 
whereby- the Plate EE being cloſely, applied to the 
brims of the hole D hinders the water from return- 
ing back again through the fame, but is. forced 
through the valve H H into the Fountain A A. , And 

by.repcating this operation all-the water of the Baſin 
QO ts ecaltly forced, into. the aforeſaid Fountain, 
whereby all the Air that wastherein contained iscom- 
refled more ar leſs according as more or leſs water js 

forced in, and kept in that compreflion by the valve 
H H,. which- hinders- the Jookge, that 1t cannot re- 
turn through the ſame. - / p BE | 

But when, you defire to have i you force 
down the Plug hard againſt the \bottom or - plate, 
which by. the help.of *the aforeſaid Pins or Appen- 
dices KK foxce, and: keep apen-the valve H H,. and 
theRod F being kept faſt dawn un this poſture by the 

__ aforeſaid | 
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aforeſaid Buttons or Haſps M M, upon opening the 
Cock G the water returneth through the valve HH, 
ſo kept open, through the hole D, and through the 
whole length of the Pipe F. 

This way of putting a valve into the Plug of for- 
cing Pumps will be of great uſe for all ſuch as 'ſerve 
for ſupplying Towns with water, and for quenching 
of fire, as preventing a great inconvenience to which 
the common Pumps are: uſually ſubje& from the Air 
which is apt to be generated within them, which Air 
upon working the faid Pump remaining below the 
forcer, and by its Expanſion when the Plug is drawn 
upwards, hindring the water from filling the whole 
Cavity beneath it, and by its Condenſation when the 
Plugs forced downwards, lofing a great part of the 
ſtrength of the force, much” of the effect of the faid 
Machine is fruſtrated. | | | 

For preventing of which Inconvenience care is to 
be taken that the water in all theſe forcing Pumps be 
admitted by the top thereofas in the preſent Machine, 
whereby whatever Air ſhall be generated below the 
Plug, will readily rife into the hole D as being the 
higheſt place next the Plate EE, from whence when 
by the drawing up of thePlug the Plate is lifted from 
the brims of the hole D the Air will readily flip up, 
and the water as readily deſcend and fill all the 
parts of the Pump below the Plug. As I have often 
experimented in this preſent Machnne. 

Some Perſons may obje& againſt theſe kind of 
valves, asſuppoſing the preſſure of the water to be on 
the wrong fide thereof. But it 1s eafie to be noted 
that this objection is groundleſs, fince it' 1s the ſame 
thing whether the Plate be preſſed againſt the Rim 
of the valve, or the Rim of the valve againſt the plate. 
In common valves the Preſſure of the water forceth 

_ the Plate againſt the Rim: But in this the Rim againſt 
the Plate; for the remaining ſolid Rim of the valve, 
being made thrice as big as the hole or Cavity thereof, 
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the preſſure -of the water againſt that Rim forceth 
the ſaid Rim againſt the Plate in the middle three 
times harder than if the preſſure of' the water lay 
only on the plate of the value, the ſame would be preſ- 
{ed againſt the Rim. mw 

—_ —— 

To this Diſcourſe of an Artificial Fountain-I 
—_— it not improper to add an ingenious. Diſ- 
courſe of M. James Young of Plimomh conteining his 
own. Obſervations and Opinion concerning natural 

- Fountains and Springs. | 

SIR, 
H Aving now - gained- time, from my other avo- 

J. cations, I have- drawn up thoſe obſervations, 
\ I-told you-I: had made in my travels, -which .had 

| confirmed in me the opinion of my Lord Bacox,, that 
| Fountains: and Springs were the Percolation of 

\ the Sea; not-(_as your ſelf; Mr. Ray, &c. do aſſert) 
from the rains. deſcent into. the Earth,. I-now. repre- 
ſent them to your conſideration, rather as an Apology 
( becauſe they feem. rational) to excuſe, than Argu- 
ments to. juſtifie and avow the preſumption of my 
diſſent. > Tous | | 

The firſt ſhall. b® the Phxnomena, I obſerved at 
Ifle de Mayo, which lieth in the Torrid Zone, about 
thirteen degrees and. 3o minutes, North from the 
Equator. -It's about fix Leagues long, and . four 
broad, the wind bloweth conſtantly North Eaſt, or 

_ thereabout, and without rain, except three weeks 1n 
July, when it hath many ſhowers ; I here ſend you a 
Map of vhe Ifland, as exa@ly. as I could draw it. I 
was there two Voyages, and each remained a full 
month, the beſt part of ,which Iſpent in hunting, and 
ranging the IfJand; there runneth through the middle 
of ita Rivulet, of very pure water; It takes wy riſe 

| rom 
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from the bottom of two Hills, which lie on the North 
Eaſt end; The ſtream at the place marked D, isabout 
fourteen foot wide and two deep; other than which 
there is no freſh water on the whole Iſland, except 
what our people dig out of the ſand between the 
Ocean and the ſalt Pond. | 

The ſaid Pond is in a large Bay, at the Welt fide 
of the Iſland, which hath from one point to another 
a bank of Sand, about two or three foot above water, 
covering the Bay like a ſtring to a Bow, the ſaid bank 
in the Flemiſh Road is about 1 50 foot wide, at the 
Engliſh Road it 1s as broad again; there is never any 
ſenſible ebbing or flowing of the Sea, only at full 
Moons, or a day before. It rifeth in high Billows, 
which break over the Bank, at the North end of the 
Pond, where it is loweſt : By which means the Pond 
1s repleniſhed : with water, which condenſeth into 
Salt in twodays. ; | 
The Sand dividing the ſaid Pond and the Sea is 

very fine and looſe. Now becauſe the before-men- 
tioned Rivulet diſembogues far from the Roads at an 
inconvenient.place for Boats, they are conſtrained to 
dig Wells, in the midſt of the. bank of Sand, be- 
tween the-*Pickle of the- ſalt Pond and the Sea, 
the manner thus: They firſt dig a pit about eight 
foot deep, and therein lay two Hogſheads, the 
one on the top of the other, the head out of both fave 
the lowermoſt of the deepeſt; the ſides of both 
are. alſo full of Gimlet holes, and the ſand laid 
cloſe to them : After twenty four hours they have 

. three or four foot of very clean water in them, which 
being dipped out, you plainly ſee the new water 
ſtrain gently through thoſe holes in the ſides of the 
Cask : After which, 1n a days time, one man attend- 
ing it, may draw about ten Hogſheads or more of wa- 
ter, a little taſting of Salt, not ſo much but that its 
drinkable; and very fit to boyl meat in, and is ufed 
by thoſe that come there to load Cattle, for their 

| | E 3 common 
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common drink, I bave in the Map placed the Sign 
Q where our Well was made. | 

The next obſervations, pertinent to this ſubje& I 
' made at the Ifland Lipars, near Sicily, about ſixteen 
Leagues from Meſſina ; it is famous tor the beſt Rai- 
fins in the Mediterranean ; there is on it £ large Ca- 
ſtle, a ſmall Town, many Vineyards, and about one 
hundred Families, beſides ſome Religioſe\, I judge it 
wants a fifth part of the bigneſs of the Ifle de Mayo, 
it is moſtly very high Land, eſpecially one Mountain, 
on which ſtands a Watch Tower , whence a man may 
ſee a monſtrous diſtanceat Sea, as is confirmed by de 
Ryzter. In the relation he gives the States of Hoazd, 
wherein he tells them, that from that place they diſ- 
cerned the French Fleet's approach long before they 

_ could from any other part, either of their own or 
the other Iſland. I am ſure it is much higher than 
either that at the Iſle de Mayo, or any I have ſeen in 
Exgland, and yet on this fair fruitful Iſland fprings 
notone drop of water, the Inhabitants ſtoring them- 
ſelves with rain, which falling very frequently, they 
are careful to preſerve in Ciſterns, divers eſfays have 
been made in the moſt promiſing part of it to find 
Springs by digging Wells, one of thoſe which I ſaw 
was without doubt the deepeſt in Emrope, I remem- 
bernot the exact profundity as. they related it, butTI 
have not forgot, that throwing in a ſtone it was 
long ere it got to the bottom, and then returned 
ſuch a noiſe as it had been the diſcharge of a 
Muſquet. $3} o 

The cauſe of this drineſs was by the people 
thought to be ſubterranean heats, abſuming the water, 
but no ſuch thing appearing, to the ſenſe of thoſe 
that digged the Wells, T gave no faith to that. per- 
ſuaſion 3 they fancy ſuch heats partly from the want 
of water, but moſtly becauſe the four - adjacent 
Iſlands, Stromboli, Vulcano, Vulcanella, and M, Aitna, 
are conſtantly burning, and very near them. = 

| E 
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The obvious earth of this place is looſe, and in all 

apparent qualities very good, but by the heaps that 
had been thrown up, in digging the Wells, I ſaw the 
inferiour earth was clammy, or-like clay, that had 
ſome greafie gummous matter commixed, This the 
Religious told me was the very kind of Sulphur 
which conſtantly boyled out of the burning Cranny 
on Pulcaxel/a; and wherewtth all thoſe Iſlands abound- 
ed, not excepting their own, though it were not yet 
kindled. | | 

For my third obſervation, I will go no farther than 
the place of my preſent abode,  Plizzmonth, in which 
on a kind of Piazza, commonly called the New-key, 
(a platof ground got in from the Sea ) is a Well, 
which ( before the ever famous Sir Francis Drake by 
cutting a Rivulet of thirty miles: procured us water 
in great plenty ) was of common uſe, having, ( as at 
this day ) a Pumpin itz about feven years fince ( be- 
ing before the Key was mlarged ) the Well was not 
above eight foot from the edge thereof, over which 
the Sea would frequently flow, when a high out- 
wind and a Spring Tide concurred, I ſay this Well, 
though ſo near the Sea, yieldeth clean water, and as 
ſweet asa mixture of three parts frefh and one of falt 
water would be. About an hundred yards from that, 
onground a little rifing, is a very large Well, which 
ſupplieth three or four Brew-houſes, by whofe drink 
it 1s evident that the water hath not wholly quitted 
Tts ſalt. It is to be noted, that Plimmmonth heth on a 
Peninſula bes long, and two broad, the Tith- 
mus about two thirds of a mite wide, and not very 
high from the ſurface of a full Sea. There are many 
Wells'in it, thoſe near the Sea are faltiſh, thoſe far- 
ther from it the lefs ſo. | 

My fourth obſervation I take from the late famous 
French Traveller Monfieur Taverxer, who in his firſt - 
Volume, diſcourfing of the Coaft of Coromandel, &c. . 
he ſaith they there want freſh water, and: are con- 

ſtrained . 
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ſtrained to make pits of two foot deep in the fand by 
the Sea to find it. 0 

The fifth obſervation, and which IT would call the 
moſt ſignificant, were I aſſured of its truth, I had 
from a very ingenious Chirurgeon, who had uſed the 
Weſt Indias, that there is in that Sea an Iſland called 
Rotunda, of a figure agreeable to its name, which, 
though very ſmall, hath on it, ariſing in the middle, 
a Spring of a very large ſtream of water, at which 
our Ships frequently furniſh themſelves in their Navi- 
gation, he afiracd that it raineth there but once a 
year, asat the Ifle de Mayo; ſaying withal, that. the 
Iſland is ſo ſhort ef a proportion big enough for the 
ſtream, that if it -conftantly:rained, 1t could not be 
ſupply enough to maintain ſolarge an Efflux. 

My ſixth and laſt, is the relation of Dr. Downes 
concerning Barbadoes, vis. that all their Springs were 

- formerly very near the Sea; that up in the Country 
they ſupplied themſelves from the rains by digging 
pitsin the earth, able to contain great quantities, and 
there preſerving itz which they did a very long time 
( the rains being there as unfrequent as at the Iſle de 
Mayo) and that without any ſen(ible diminution by 
penetrating and deſcending into the earth; and to 
prevent the loſs thereof by the exhalations of the 
Sun they covered it with leaves, &c. but that now by 
digging deeper they find Springs ſo plenty that no 
Plantation is without one. | 

From all theſe obſervations. the following conſeQa- 
ries do mechanically reſult. | 

_ From the firſt it appeareth that ſome Springs have 
manifeſtly their ſource from the Sea; that ſand ſwee- 
tens tranſcolated Sea-water, and that even pickle 
ſtrained through itloſeth much of its ſaltneſs thereby, 
all whichis evident from the Well therein mentioned, 
whoſe water could not poſſibly be other than what 
ſoaked in from the Pond and the Ocean. 

| / 
Hence 
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Hence alſo is manifeſt, that conſtant and large 

Fluxes of water may be made for eleventh months 
without. rain to refi]] the ſubterranean Ciſterns, ſup- 
poſed by you to ſupply them ; this appears from the 
River running through the Ifland, by whoſe banks 
I found (it being April when I was there, at which 
time they had been ten months without rain ) thſh 
after their ſhowers 1t could run but little larger that - 
it did after ſotedious a want of them. IT had forgot - 
to intimate 1n the relation, that thoſe two Hommets, 
A. are craggy Rocks, whereon live a great number 
of Goats, and are conſequently very unfit, if not 
incapable, either to-receive, or contain the Magazine 
for the ſupply of the Rivulet. 

From the ſecond 1t is manifeſt, that higher Moun- 
tains of earth, and conſequently. more likely to re- 
ceive and contain ſufficient quantity of rain-water to 
beget and ſupply Springs and Rivers have not always 
that effe&t, although there was one great advantage 
more added here, viz. a clammy tyte earth in the 
bottom to make the ſuppoſed Ciſtern the better able 
to contain the ſtore. I ſay, that frequent rain to fill, 
high Mountains to contain, looſe pervious earth to 
receive, and a well luted bottom to ſupport and re- 
tain ( being all the qualifications and circumſtances 
ſuppoſed neceſlary tomake and continue Springs ac- 
cording to the modern Hypotheſis ) though all here 
cofietrred, did notwithſtanding fail of producing that 
efject. N 

From the ſameit is alſo manifeſt, that where Springs 
fail, without want of the cauſes that Hypotheſis ſup- 
poſeth neceſlary to- produce them, the occaſion hath 
been from an apparent defect intheother (that is the 
imperviouſneſs of the earth through which the water 
muſt paſs before a Spring can be produced ) both theſe 

. appeared at Lipary, where the general eftect a Spring 
or fountain was wanting, together with the cauſes 
of our Hypotheſis, though thoſe of the other were 

F manifeſtly 
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manifeſtly exiſtent, and with all the advantages ne- 
ceſfary : It ſeeming tome a very rational conjecture, 

+ that the greaſie clammy Sulphur, wherewith that 
earth was impregnated, did by oppilating it hinder 
the infinuation of the Sea into it. 

From the.third obſervation you have the firſt de- 
duction confirmed, viz. That Springs are ſometimes 
manifeſtly from the Sea 5 That earth ſweetens Sea-wa- 
ter by Percolation;, And that the nearer-Springs are 
to the Sea,. the more they retain of their priſtine ſalt- 
neſs, and loſe it by ſenfible degrees, as they infinuate 
farther through it. . | | 

By the fourth the ſame'is confirmed. 
The fifth proveth, that large ſtreams flow without-- 

any - poſlibility of. being ſupplied by rain, both for 
want of ſuch rain; andof. dimenſions to-..receive and 
contain it. ; Nt 

The ſixth doth evidence, that-rain. doth not. pene- 
trate the Surface of the earth, even 1n a very dry 
parched Country, and in the Torrid. Zone, and yet 
that Springs are under it, which at once: proves ours, 
and refutes the other opinion z .the former appears by 
the water mm-thoſe made Ponds; lying there for a 
long time without any ſenfible loſs thereof by its-leak- 
ing into the earth : The later by. the Wells near the 
Sea,. and thoſe found fince under that- impervious. 
Land. - 
He thatis not-altogether a ſtranger to the weight, 

preſſure, and Elaſticity ofthe air, the aſcenſion of 
liquors through Filters, and ſome other refembling 
Phxncmena, . would not account the like . motion of 
the tranſcolated water to high hills, to be an obje- - 
tion of any force againſt this Hypotheſis, but ſure 
ſuch. ſolutions are no leſs beyond my ability than 
deſign. : | 

| Finding T have Paper enough left; I will preſume 
to trouble you with one rare appearance- more, that 
occurred to one Mr, Braſey of this Town, an aged 

; | an 
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and very fat man, who by taking Spirit of Vitriol 
in his mornings draughts ({ to which he was adviſed 
asSa remedy to aſlwage-the exuberance of his belly 
found that it had no effect on his body ;z but that a 
bundle of Keys, which he uſed to carry always about 
him, and that wonted to be very ſmooth and bright, 
of a ſudden became black and ruſty, though he ne- 
ver handled the Spirit,nor carried it in his pocket, ſo 
that we concurred in opinion that the ſudorous Efflu- 
via of his body, impregnated with the Acid Spirit, had 
occaſioned it. 

If fo, It's very wonderful, that ſo ſmall aquantity 
thereof, when _ with ſo much juice as 1s con- 
tained in ſuch a-corpulent man, ſhould even inſteam 
and the inſenſible Emanations make impreſſions on 
ſmooth Tron, mauger the perpetual attrition, by car- 
Tying them in his Pocket, whereby ſuch an effect 
(one would think) ſhould be prevented, or ſoon rub- 
bed of. — I was going to make ſome reflections on 
this notable accident, but I confider,&:c. ——— 

Plimmouth 
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HE Original of-Springs is that- which. hath ex- 
erciſed the Pens . of many-learned: Writers, 

and very. various have: boon the. conjefures concern- 
ning it. But amongſt all I have met with I conceive . 
none more probable than that which ſeemsto fetch its 
original from the Hiſtory of the Creation: mentioned 
in Holy. Writ ;. that is, that there is a Magazine of 
waters aboyeas.well as a Receptacle of waters upon 
or beneath the Surface of the Earth : And: that the 
Air 1s that Firmament which ſeparates between the 
upper and lower waters, and between theſe two is 
the circulation of waters. (-or bloud- of the Micro- 
coſm, 1f Imay ſocall it ) performed. The water be- 
ipg ſometimes by a particular conſtitution of the Air 
aſtiſted by heat, rarified and ſeparated into minuter 
parts, and ſo reduced into. the: form of Air, and 
thereby being divided into Particles really-ſmaller 
than thoſe of the air in compaſling, and agitated with 
agreater degree of motion, they take up-more. ſpace, 
and ſo. become lighter than the Ambient, and are 
thereby elevated and protruded upwards. till they 
come to their place of poiſe or Equilibrium in the 
Air; At other: times by a-differing conſtitution of 
the Airand deficiency of heat they loſe their agitati- 
on, and many of them again coaleſce, and ſo having 
leſs motion they condenſe and revert into water, and 
ſo, being heavier than the incompaſling Air, deſcend 
down againto the Earth in Miſts, Rain, Snow, Hail, 
or the like. | In Lo 

That there is ſath a CirculationlT think there is none 
doubts,but ſtill it remains a difficulty (with thoſe per- 
ſons that grant this) that all Rivers and Springs ſhould 
have their original from the water that falls or con- 
dences out of the Air. 

To perſuadeſuch perſonsit may not poſſibly be un- 
ſycceſsful to mention: _ - 

Firſt, 
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Firſt, That the great inundations or overflowing . 

of Rivers manifeſtly proceed either from the Rain 
that immediately falls,or from the melting of Snow or 
Ice that hath formerly fallen on the more eminent parts 
of Mountains; to confirm which, Hiſtories enough 
might be brought were it neceſſary of Nilws, Niger,&c. 

| Secondly, That it hath been obſerved and compu- 
ted that communibus annis E& locts; there falls water 
enough from the Sky 1n actual Rain,Snow, or Hail up- 
on the Surface of Ezgland to ſupply all the water that 
runs back into the Sea by the Rivers, and alſo all that 
may beſuppoſed to evaporate ; nay,though the quan- 
tity of the. firſt be ſuppoſed twice as much. as really it 
is. This I have been aſſured by thoſe that have both 
experimented and calculated it. 

Thirdly, That there 1s not yet certainly ( that F 
know or have heard of.) any other way of makin 
ſalt water freſh, but by Diſtillation; which, had there 
been ſuch an Art, it would in all probability have 
been made uſe of, and ſo there is little probability that 
the Springs.at the top.of a high Hill ſhould proceed 
from the Sea-water ſtrained through the earth. But 
were thereſucha fltration known I hinted in my At- 

' tempt, publiſhed azo 1660 about Filtration, how 
_ ſomewhat of that kind might beexplained. | 

Fourthly, That this Operation is conſtantly and 
mot certainly performed by Nature both in exhaling 
and drawing up frelh ſteams and vapours from the Sea, 
and all moyſt bodies, and in precipitating them down 
again in Rain, Snow, Hail, but of theother we have 
no certainty. . 

Fifthly, I have obſerved in ſeveral places where a 
Tree hath ſtood upon an high Hill, ſingly and patti- 
cularly at the brow of Box Hill near Darking in Sur- 
ry, thatthe body of the Tree 1s continually wet, and 
at the root ſome quantity of. water, which is always 
ſoaking and gliding down from the-Branches and bo- 
dy of the Tree, the leaves, ſprigs, and branches of 

F. 3 the 



[38] | 
' the ſaid trees colleting and condenſing continually 
the moyft-part of the Air, the ſame being indeed a 
true'cand ' hvely: repreſentation of a River. Nor 
has it been my obſervation alone, but the ſame is 
mentioned by divers Authors: And it is affirmed 

_ by ſome Authors, that there are ſome T{lands in the 
Torrid Zone which have no'other water'/in them 
than what 1s condenſed” out of the Air by the Trees 
at the tops of the Hills, and converted into drops of 
Rain: NR ET. | | 

Sixthly, That -it is generally obſerved, whereever 
there are high Hills there are generally many Springs 
round about*the bottoms of them of very freſh and 
clear water, and often times ſome which riſe very 
near the tops of them, which ſeems to proceed from 
their great elevation above the other plain ſuperficial 
parts of- the earth, whereby the Air being daſhed 
and broken againſt them, they help to- condenſe the 
-vapours that areelevated into the higher and cooler 
Regions of the Air, and ſo ſerve likeF\ltres to-draw 
down thoſe vapours ſo condenſed, and convey them 
into the Valleys beneath, And hence rt1s very uſual 

-  n\Countries where there are high Hills to ſee the tops 
of them often covered with clouds and miſts, when 
It is clear and dry weather beneath in the Valleys. 
And'in the paſling through thoſe clouds' on the top 
T have very often found in them very thick miſts and 
ſmall rain; whereas as ſoon as I have deſcended from 
the higher into the lower parts of the Hills, none of 
that miſt or rain hath fallen there, though I could till 
-perceive the ſame miſts to remain. about the top. Con- 
ſonant to this Obſervation was one related to me by 
an ingenious Gentleman Mr. G.T; who out of curi- 
ofity with other Gentlemen whilſt he hved in the 
Iſland of Teeriff; one of the Canaries made a journey 
tothe top of that prodigious high Mountain, called 
the Pike. The ſubſtance of which to thispurpoſle ) 
was, that the Caldera or hollow Cavity, at thevery 

* |} top 
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top thereof he obſerved to be very ſlabby and moyſts 
and the earth to flip underneath his feet, being a very 
moyſt ſoft Clay or Lome* like mortar. And farther, 
that at a Cave, not far from the top, there was a 
great quantity of very freſh water, which was con- 
tinually ſupplied, though great quantities of Ice were 
continually fetch'd from thence, and carried down 
into the Iſland for cooling their Wines. Conſonant 
to which Obſervation was that which was related to 
me by the Inquifitive Mr. Edzmnd Hally made in 
St> Helena whilſt he ſtayed there to obſerve the places 
of the Stars of the Southern Hemiſphere, in orderto 
perfeat the Caleſtial Globe. Having then placed 
himſelf upon one of the higheſt Prominences of that 
ſmall Iſland, which he found to be no leſs than 3000 
foot Perpendicularly above the Surface of the Sea 
next adjoyning, ſuppofing that might be the moſt _ 
convenient place for his deſigned obſervation ; He 
quickly found his expectation much deceived as to 
that purpoſe for which he choſe it 3 for being gotten 
ſo high into the Air the motion of-1t was fo violent as 
much to diſturb his Inſtruments; but which was more, 
he found ſuch abundance of miſts and moyſture that 
it unglued the Tubes, and covered his Glafles pre- 
ſently with a Dew 3 and which was yet more, the 
foggs and miſts almoſt continually hindred the fight 
of the Stars. But upon removing to a lower ſtation 
in the Iſland he was freed from the former Incon- 
VEniences. ; 

* » Iconldrelate many Hiſtories of this nature, where- 
by it ſeems very probable, that not only Hills, but 
Woods alſo, 'do very much contribute to the con- 
denſing of the moyſture of the Arr, and converting 
it into water, and thereby to ſupply the Springs and 
Rivulets with freſh water: And Iam confident, who- 
ſoever ſhall conſider his own obſervation of this na- 
ture, and compare them. with this Theory, will tmd 
many arguments to confirm it. However, Nates in 
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2erba, Let Truth only. prevail, and Theories fignifie 
no further than right reaſoning from accurate Obſer- 
vations and Experiments doth-confirm and agree with 
them. | A : _ 

Having thus delivered here-ſomewhat of my own 
thoughts concerning Springs' and .Rivers, fading 
among ſome of my Papers a Relation, whereina very - 
ſtrange ſubterraneous*Ciſtern 1s mentioned, I have 
here ſubjoyned it as I received it from Mr. Thomas 
Alcock, from Briſtol who together with Sir Humphry 
Hooke was by whilſt Captain Samuel Sturmy made this 
inquiry, and who by interrogatories made to him, 
Pages this Relation for him as it follows ver- 
atim. 

T7 purſuance of His, Majeſties Commands to me at 
J the preſenting of my Mariners Magaz3ze, I have 
with much dihgence, ſome charge and peril endeavou- 
red to diſcover.that great Concavity in the earth inG/o- 
ceſterſhire, four miles from K3zgrode, where His Ma- 
zelties great Ships ride in the Severz. And I find by 
experience that what has been reported of that place 
is fabulous, whilſt I thus deſcribe it. | 

— Upon the ſecond of Fly 1669. I deſcended by 
Ropes affixt .at the top of an old Lead Oare 
Pit, four Fathoms alaioſt perpendicular, and from 
thence three Fathoms more obliquely, between two 
great Rocks, where I found the mouth of this ſpaci- | 
ous place, from which a Mine-man and my ſelf 

' lowerd our ſelves by Ropes twenty five Fathomsper- * 
pendicular, into a - very large place indeed, retem- 
bling to us the form of a Horſe-ſhoo ; for we ſtuck 
lighted Candles all the way we went, to diſcover 
what we could find remarkable; at length we came 
toa River orgreat Water, which I found to be twenty 

 fathoms broad, and eight fathoms deep. The Mine- 
man would have perſwaded me, that this River 
Ebbed and Flowed, for that ſome ten fathoms above 

the 
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the-place we now were in we found the water had 
( ſometime ) been, but I proved the contrary by 
ſtaying there from three hours Floud to two hours 
Ebb, in which time we found no alteration of this 
River 3 beſides, it's waters were freſh, ſweet, - 
cool,” .and the' Surface of this water as it is now 
eight fathom deep, lies lower than the bottom of any 
part of the Severn Sea near us, ſo that it can have no 
community with it, and conſequently neither flux nor 
reflux, but in WintEr and Summer, as all Stagna's, 
Lakes, and Loughs (which I take this to be ) has. ' 
As we were walking by this River thirty two fa- 
thoms under ground, we diſcovered a great hollow- 
neſs in a Rock ſome thirty foot above us, ſo that I got 
a Ladder down to us, and the Mine-man went up the 
Ladder to that place, and walk'd into it about three-* 
ſcore and ten_ paces, till he juſt loſt fight of me, and 
from thence chearfully call'd to me, -and told me, he 
had found what he look'd for ( a rich Mine 3) but his 
zoy was preſently changed into amazement, and he re- 
turned affrighted by the fight of an evil Spirit, which 
we cannot; perſwade him but he ſaw, and for that rea- 
ſon will gothither no more. | 
 Hereare abundance of ſtrange places, the Hoor- 
ing being a kind of a white ſtone, Enameled with 
Lead Oare, and the Pendent Rocks were glazed 
with Salt-Peter which diſtilledupon them from above, 
and time had petrified. 

After ſome hours ſtay there, we aſcended without 
much hurt, other than ſcratching our ſelves in divers 
places by climing the ſharp Rocks, . but four days to- 
gether after my return from thence I was troubled 
with an unuſual and violent Headach, which I impute 
to my being in that Vault. This is a true account of 
that place ſo much talk't of, deſcribed by me 

Samuel Sturmy. 
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5 | © Shou of the Memoriale which be m#-.6h the time b 
. - making its The eeners OY: were, 

k- . ' Hat Auguſt nem. rs 74.abour Nine m the 
..- T morning, in company With Dr. Schaſtian de 
MI | | Rrangquey, Mr. Chniftophtr Prancis, Mr. Thomas Proud- 
E Tot, together with a Guide, and two other men with 
k | 1oſes to-earry themſelves and neveſlary proviſion! for 
"j TI the Journey, 4 fet out LL 
g = | - They paſſed up a Hill, which was very ee till | 
2 | they came to kg Fers Pinal or Wood of: Pines..' Thi 

Wo ery: is; the Tland; andrextendeth it 
(fFion oneemd br; id to fines, web is in 
many places ob. agreat Breadth, an equerit- 

I ; þH wad with a1 , fog, or miſt, which is fo 
þ- gHioh As  todarken and hithder the appearance af. the 
2 Sun pa It, and fo nog] as OS one. wet M 

by "468 

|: + | 25a =ris end ”, £ ag Jef 
-J _ themſelv&s: "= Pine, tand-Dir 
_— which had accompanied thee? through 
iy | Woe here He os and the Sunappeared. 

F an | Hou, one'in the Akeer- 

I 9g 
: che ghe and then reſted themſelyes 

- "Farlbme i time, - "eg taking hog again, they began 
5 : to : 
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horſes of the Proviſion of Vidual and water which 
they were forced to carry with them for their own 
accommodation, as alſo-of the Provender for their 

| horſes. And .preſently ſet themſelves to provide 
againſt the inconveniences of the enſuing night by 
getting together'in the firſt place a good quantity -of 
the wood of a ſmall ſhryb, called Retamer, not much 
unlike our Engliſh Broom, which grows there pretty 
plentifully, and-when bo burns very well; then, ha- 
ving gotten;-wood enough, they endeayoured to ſhel- 
ter themſelvesagainſt the piercing cold wind by heap- 
ing up a wall of ſtones on the . windward fide, and 
makinga good fire of the dry ſhrubs they (had colle&- 
<d:to warm;themſelves.— | 

But:ſo- furious was the wind which came pouring 
-down-from-each ſide of the Mountain that it blew the 
ſmoak and aſhes into, their eyes, -and forced them 
C though much to. their Regret by reaſon of the ex- 
treme; piercing coldnels of ;theAir') to remove their 

__ -Hirefarthereff. And to keep; themſclves as warm as 

[they could -by.lying dawn upon the ground very cloſe 
;together.” ' Thus: they paſſed the night together as 
well as they could, but with very little ſleep, partly 
by reaſon of the cold, and (partly for the: continual 

. expectation they had.of the moment when their Guide 
would call them to be mounting up the Pzke, which is 
uſually about two or three hours before day, to the 
.end - that ;they-may get ,up.to,the top before the 
-riſipg of-the' Sun. .. For at the,riſing of the +Sun 
their ; is the, moſt clear, and _ the Iſlands 4 
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the Carte found 1 hire may- be 

we About fi 

then plainly diſts- 
Fred. py, 

- Butat two a clock, when: they frould have TomY 
on their Journey, . the wind continued: to-blow-with | 

- ach violence, that their: Guide would''by no -meatis 
venter to go-up for fear leaſt in the climbing up ſome 
ſteep placesthe'wind ſhould encounter any of them, 
and hurl them Me down;- ſo-that they were 
ogg to-contimieand ſhelter themſelyes in their -bad 
RX Lodgings t till the Sun aroſe, and had got ſome maſtery 
oft 

| Pelocke therefore they- ſet forwards on 
theirenterpriſe, having firſt taken each of them his. 
diſh of Choeolatre-to fortifie their ſtomachs the bet- 
ter againſt the cold, o with their Bottle of Strong- 

- water: in:their- Pockets, and” Staves in; their hands, 
bh an to mountthe Pike, the wa oy bang juſt ſuch 

ad paſſed the night- before,” but much more 
ſteep, and continued: on: till 'they came to the Mal+ 
., pays, or ſtony way, which may be about halt.a mile 
-from the place where they lay; This ſton F way lieth: 
upon avery ſteep aſcent, and is:-compoun ed of.abun- 
dance of ſtones which he hollow and looſe; ſome of 
them of avaſt prodigious be pol and others of them . 
ſmaller, 1 in ſach+ manner asif they had been thrown . 
up-there by ſome Earthquake, as- the Author con- 
jeQures with» very - great probability. /- In the dlam- 
Tring up theſe ſrones- they: took: great c care"in 'placing 

their ſteps on-ſuch of themas'were more firm for fear 
: Ar ſlipping or tumbling ſo ws to: break their Legs or | 
ATMs. | 

ith thisdifficulty they AlCended: till ths; came to-- 
- the Cave which he conjeuresto be about three quar- | 

ters of a mile diſtant from-the beginning of the ſtony - 
way. | 
At this Cave they-found Trveral perſois who were | 

comethither to get out Ice'to carry down into the - 
Iland,” ſome of "which were, below: in-* the Cave, 

digging : | 



[45] | 
digging Ice: which was-very>thick; others: remained 
-aboye..”' They: found:the mouth-of: the (Cave abou 
three yardshigh,.and twoyardsbroad; and. being all 
of them deſirous to deſcendintoit,:by-aRope faltned 
;about their bodies under+ their armpits'they"were all 
.one after another let-downrinto it till they came to 
ſet. their feet uponthe Tee; whictis: about ſixteen or 
eighteen foot:ffom the mouth. 7 15567 IO 4 
. The Cave 1s not very large; but: fulll of water:and 
Ice,. which at: the time when they were there lay 
about a foot under the Surface. of the water, though 

\ 
- G ; * 

water.may. be colleCted at the upper parts of the Pke, 
and ſoaking down may. not only ſupply, but increaſe 
the water inthe Cave; and. conſonant to this Hypo- - 
theſis he obſerved whilſt he was-there, - thatthere was 
a continual gleeting .and dropping» 'of water un {ix-or 
ſeven places from the ſides of the Cave, which:drop- - 
pings he ſuppoſes may be greater or-leſs according - as - 
LITE 2 : | I 3. thoſe. - 



born whe Dowoak thoſe Logs mrides i iow 
the Hill, the water in_theCave' miſt: -necalarily de 
Joreaſe:  Andithat-wich confirmed him-the mote. i 
-chis opinion was'that wwhori he came to the very..top 
be opp mad hefound -thecarthy under Sora. very 

ſt, thatit-was hk&mud or morter, and might be 
into;Paſteras by experiment he found-which he 
A nd ways be icauſedbythewind or 
Clear Air, which-as»rather” drying and conſuming-of 
moiſture, .but muſt. fromthe fogs -or miſts 
which areabove the: very top of the Pike. 
He Girtheritook notice lin ithe Cave-that upon the 
ides and-top t] rewa iſnow-white furting 
like S - whichhad: akind of faltiſhtaſte,'ſome 

he gatheredand Drought: ;back with him 'tO 
uglas wp to. have: ipexarhined, /. 

*zAtterabauthalf at adfoirefiajinahoCave, which 
ey found: "than -wathout-1n; the-open Air, 

"xwerea jpaltnpogin proceeded/forward 
LL zontinning to.clamberupthe ſtony 

ied 41 'came'to the ifoot of ther 
antat! calledthe' Sugar-loaf, 

Mb COP 2 ies: Sahron [{land-ir'1appears 
,7a8 Yaethdlfo; oven whcnyourare atit. 

| The dittatce-of this: place fromthe'Cave they judged 
tobe:about Ralfnanile, {but"-the \way -much'i more 
ſteep and aſccntliggithanthe:formey part ofithe ſtony 
way; /andbextreme tronblefom:to pals; theirifeet ſink- 
ing and flippipg: down-again:almoſt -as' muchas they 
could ſtrideupwards, fo: that: they: conchided7it-the 
moſt painful of all; howerer, :perfiſting in-their/en- 
FE ng NE ITTEOON I! :themſelves,.they | 

_ gained 
i 
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| [47] 
gained thetop;. which they\conceive might be. about 
half a mile higher, + -- FYMS. 

' The very! top they. found not -plain, but very 
' Rockyand uneven, and in the middle thereof a deep ; 
hole ;/ the outſide. of this top this Gentleman eon- 
ceived might be about-a quarter of. a-mile round about 
on the outfide, 05 (7-7 Nope Bu pe x: 
This hole he conceived to be the mouth of a YVul- 

cano. which hath' formerly been in that place; for 
even./at that time -whillt they.: were. there much 
ſmoak aſcended  out' of ſeveral - holes and 'chinks of 
theRocks, and-the-earth ng” parts was: ſtill '{6 
very hotasto be very offeniWe to their feet through 

| their ſhooes, and heobſerved Brimſtone. thrown up - »- 
in ſeveral places, of which he colleted ſome, and _ 
brought back with him to England. . * CBeg 
+ Ftromthis place- may. be ſeen in; a:tlear day-all* the - 
fix adjacent Wands, but the weather being thenſome- - 
what thick and hazy, they -could diſcover, none but - 
the grand Canaries, Palm,- and the Gomera, which : 
laft, though diſtant near eight Leagues from-thebot-. - - * 
tom of 'the Pike ſeemed: yer 10 near unto them as If it © | 
had beenalmoſt under: them. The reſt of-the Iflands . 
they could diſcover whereabout they lay by-meansof . 
a kind of. 'white cloud hanging -on.them, . but they . 
could not diſcernthe Iſlandsthrough thoſe clouds.” | 

Here'they tried their Cordial Waters which-they - 
carried in their Pockets, butfound:them not. to abate _ 
of their uſual ſtrength, and become-cold and infipid : 
asfair water, as ſeveral had poſitively averred to. him 
that they had'found it, but he conceived them to be. - 
very muchof the ſame- nature. and {trength that they . 
were of before they were-carried-up, which: he ſup- 
poſes to beby reaſon of. their arriving at. the. top. lo | 
late. by | 

_ Afferthey had ſtayed on the. top- about an hour, .. 
and ſatisfied themſelves in. obſerving ſuch--things as: - 
they were able, they deſcended again with very much 

| Lo facility, , 
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fa! of theheat ofthe. $ ;;and; the- ;Parching ſubtil 
wind )) tocaſt their skins. _ + . 
Hedidnat meaſute the Perpendicular height: of the 

Hill himſelf; but ſays. that he hath been informed by 
divers okilfll Seamen, < who by.their beſt obagon 
-bave taken the height of it) that 1t is between three 
and: four: miles perpendi Hyabove, the Sen... 20.3 ot 
RED nt 13» 044-3 6.7 " fo Yr vo 

N#h#sþ lation it is ver Toturkable : : 
; that :this-prodi wiopehich Hill js the Produt 

© | an arg uake, .and_ſcetns heretofore ta have been 
\ Pile burning Mountain, like thoſe of: Aitra, 

WWINs,. Hoola, &c,;'though at- preſent it; hath only 
e enough, left to ſend forth. ſome few ſulphureous 
mes, ati [to make theearth. of. the Caldere or;hol- 

lowpitat the yery top thereof .n,ſome'pl oft 
hot.enoughto. pn ieir ſhopes that pals eericy And 

bly infiacceeding Ages. we this little fire'may'be 
2 EXtINC þ ens nes n. thereof 'may be 

p! oo or.ſpiring' Moun- 
ichin trat uy hr. may by degrees waſte and 

bediminiſhed into a Hill of amore moderate height. ; 
"Now as. this Hill og” very evidently to' be the 

effetof an Earthquake, ſo I am apt to believe that 
moſt, if _notall, other Hills of the world whatever 
may have been the ſame way generated. - Nay, not 
only all the Hills, but, alſo. the Land which appears 
above the face of. the waters. . And for this I could 
produce very many : Hiſtories and Arguments that 
would make1t ſeem very probable, but that I reſerve 
them in the LeQures which I read of this ſubje& in 
Greſham Colledge. in the years -1664, 'and 1665, 
which when I can a have. time to'peruſe I may & ; ach 

rein 
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herein Imade-it- probable that-moſt Iſlands have 

been thrown up by. ſome ſubterrancous Eruptions. 
Such istheTfland, of Ajcexſtor, the Molucegs, &c. 
Secondly, that moſt part of the Surface of the 

Farth hath been fince the Creation changed in its po- 
fition and height in reſpe&. of the Sea,. to wit, many 
parts which are now dry Land, and lie above the Sea, 
have been in. former Ages covered with it; and. 
that many parts, which are now covered with the Sea= 
were-in former times dry Land. Mountains have 
been ſunk into. Plains, and: Plains have been raiſed 
into Mountains. . Þ De ety | : 

. Of theſe by obſervations I have given inſtances, 
and ſhewed that divers parts of England have in for- 
mer times been covered with the Sea, there beuig 
found at this day in the moſt Inland parts thereof ſut- 
ficient evidences to prove it, to wit, Shells of divers 
ſorts. of Fiſhes,” many of which yet remain of the ani- 
mal ſubſtance, though athers be found petrified and. 
converted intoſtone. Some of theſe are found raiſed 
to the tops of the higheſt Mountains, others ſunk in-. 
tothe bottoms.of the deepeſt Mines, and Wells, nay, 
1n the very bowels of: the. Mountains and Quarries of 
Stone. I have. added. alfo- divers other inſtances. to 
prove the. ſame: thing of other parts of Exrope, and 
have minifeſted, not only that the lower-and plainer 
parts thereof have been under the: Sea, ,but-that even 
the higheft Alp;zne and Pyrenearn Mountains have run 
the ſame fate. Many Inſtances of the like natureT have 
alſo met with inRelations and, obſervations made in 
the Eaſt as well as inthe Weſt Indies, 7 
Of all which ſtrange occurrences I can conceive no 

cauſe more probable than Earthquakes and ſubterra- 
neous Eruptions which Hiſtories do ſufficiently _— ; 

- us have changed Sea. into Land, and Land into Sex; 
. Vales into. Mountains : ſomettmes, into Lakes and 
Abyſſesat other times; and the contrary — unleſswe 
may. be allowed to ſuppoſe that the water or fluid 

Part 
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Further, it is probable that Earthquakes may have 

\ been much more:frequent informer Ages than they 
have beenin theſe latter, the conſideration of which 
will poflibly make this Afertion not ſo Paradoxical ag 
atyfirſt hearing it may ſeem to be 3 though even theſe - 
latter Ages havenot been wholly ' barren of Inſtances 
of the being and effects of them, to: convince. you of 
which T havehereunto ſubjoyned a Relation -and ac- 
count of one very newly which hapned in the Ifle of 
Palma among the Canaries. 

Next, the clearneſs of the Air is very- remarka- 
ble,” which made an Iſland which lay eight Leagues 
off to look as if it werecloſe by.. To this purpoſe 
T have often taken notice of the great difference there 
is between the Air very near the lower Surface of the 
Earth, and that which is at a good diſtance from it ; 
That which is very near the earth being generally ſo 
thick and opacous that bodies cannot at any confidera- 
ble diſtance beſcen diſtin&ly through it: But the far- 
ther the eyeand object are elevated above this thick 
Air, the more clear do the objects appear. And ,I 
have divers times taken notice that the ſame. obje& 
feen from the top and bottom of a high Tower hath 
appeared twice as: far off when ſeen at the bottom as 
when ſeen at the top: For the Eyedoth very much 
judge of the diſtance of Obje&s according as the 
Denfity of the Air between the Eye and Obje& doth 
repreſent them. Hence L have ſeen'men look -of Gi- 
gantick bigneſs in a*fog, cauſed by reaſon that the 
Fog made the Eye judge the Obje& much farther off . 
than really it was, when at the ſame time the viſible 
Angle altered not. - This great thickneſs of. the lower 
Air is ſufficiently manifeſt m the Ccleſtial bodies, few 
of the -fixt Stars or ſmaller Planets. being- viſible 

_ till theyarea conſiderable way 'Taiſed above the Ho- 
TiIZOn. | 

Thethird remark about themoiſtneſs of the fogs, 
andthe produftionof water at _ height I —_— 

H 2 - fore 
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ANF 4: true <2 of the Saloanos which broke out in 
= wy. the land oft the Palma Novemb. 13. 1677... 

A Aturdas the thifteenth of: Nevelnber 1677. aquar- 
J ter'of an hour after Sun-ſer-hapned a ſhaking-or 

Ra | arthquake in" the Tfland* of St: Michael de la Pa 
FOE EW one of the Canary: Tlands, from the lower Pippa 
res 7 and within'a Leave of the. City unto the Port of 
- | Taſſacorte, which 18accounted thirteen Leagues diſtant 
- along the Coaſt, but more eſpecially at- or 'about- a: 
: called Fuencaliente, being ſeven Leagues from 

- the Town'tothe'Southwards.': 'The' trembling of the | 
* earth was obſerved to be-more ore Trequenr and violent 

_ thatvielſewhere, - and ſoit continued tilt” Fedneſday - 

places 

the 17. ditto: The: People thereabonts were much 
pited, for befides the Earthquake there was often 

_ hea 
_on'aPhin called the Canoes, whith'isbefore you.come 

- + to'the great deſcent towards the Sea,” where the hot 
Baths/ſtandz or the' holy Fountains' likewiſe at the 

-- -— _afeent from'the aforeſaid } 
and weatifom Hill,called Caeftz Canfads, and until the 
Mountain of Goatyards, - and the:fame day inand about 
the ſaid places mentioned,- the: Earth began to open 
ſeveral mouths, the greateſt of them upon the: ſaid 

' Goat Mountain, being diſtantfrom the Sea a mile and 
«half, and front the faid-opening'came forth a: very 

great . 

0 cy Peas 

E... e, 'but-for a'cloſe of this 
<q Eruption colletiont ſhall ade the ſhort account. of the 

I noiſe asiri the'bowels of the earth. 

an tpwards'at the: great 
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gow heat and ſmell of Brimſtonez andthefame day,an 
10ur before: Sun-ſet-atone of the mouths of the wea= 
riſom Hill was a tfembling thereabout with tore vio- 
lence than any of the four days before; and a'great and 
black ſmoak came forth with a terrible thundring noiſe, - 
opening a very wide mouth, and throwing out much 
fire, with melted Rocks and ſtones; and immediately 
after at another place eighty paces below hapned the 
like terrible noiſe and fight, and in leſs than a quarter 
ofan hour after there opened to the quantity ofeigh- 
teen mouths towards the foot of the ſaid: Mountains . 
and there iſſued out fire, melted Rocks,and other bitu- 
minous matter from all the faid mouths, and was pre- 
ſently formed into a great River of fire, which took its 
courle over the firſt mentioned Plain, ſlowly going 
down towards the faid holy Fountain 3 but it pleaſed 
God, being come withineight ſpaces of "the Brink of 
the ſaid great. deſcent, it.turned a little on the. right. 
fide, pr. took its .courſe with a very great falkto- 
wards the old Port,: which. is that which was firſt 
entred by the Spaniards when they took . the. 
Iflands: . | | | 

Friday the nineteenth - at two a clock in the after- 
nooN IN the aforeſaid. Mountain of Goats,on the other 
fide ' of , Taſſacorte,: there opened another: mouth 
with much ſmoak.and ſtones of: fire, and 1d cloſed 
again. But the next day (the twentieth ) it began 
again to ſmoak, and continued with great trem- 
bling | and noiſe inthe bowels. of the_Earth until 

_ Sunday the twenty firſt at noon; when with many 
flaſhings of fire, and a greater thundring . noiſe it 
finiſhed that opening of that monſtrous birth; caſt- 
ing up. into the Air both fire and ſtones, and at night 
the ſmoak ceaſing, the. thundringnoiſe, fire and ſtones - 

_ increaſed, forcing great fiery-ſtones: ſo high. into. the 
Air as we loſ fight of them, and with ſuch violence 
ſent them upwards that. :according| to the beſt: judg- - 
ment- they. were. five times longer: in. falling down, 

| F3: which .: 
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y ling down. .. 
Mynday the twenty ſecond. it began-again to caſt 

forth black ſthoak. for two- hours time, and after to 
 thunder,and throw up fire and ſtones with | great vio- 
lence... Treſday the twenty third at noon it ſmoa- 
 ked again, and from thence until night there was terri- 
ble thundring noiſe, and-caſting up of fire and ſtones 
more fierce than before; and 7 nine of the elock 
at-nighta very great. trembli the earth was felt, 
and Srelerly' ter followed - og great ſtones of fire 
in the formof Globes which were forced” about half a 
League 1 in height, and then like Granadoes broke in 
the Air with very great noiſe, Wedneſday the twenty 

-It was. for. an hours time: very quiet, 'and 
alter, 'it began with greater force than ever before, 
by reaſon that ſome. of the" lower and. firſt mouths 
vere partly ſtopt, with which the aforeſaid River 
of fire eaſed fromrunning, after-it had dammed up - 
the. Bay-.of. the..old Port, with. burnt and melted 

" Rocksand Stones, and” other -matter- wherewith the 
. ſaid River had run, and had forced the Sea back- 
wardabovea Muſguet ſhot at random,and near twice- 
as much ranges pehag's into the Sea __ ly 
PACES. What fell into ea went congealing wit 
a. great fmoak,. what came. after, forced. _. ran 
over that which went before, ſo that the ſmoak was 
very-great many paces within. the'Sea, as faras ſeven_ 
fathoms depth; which cauſed many men to imagine 
that. ſome ſuch like Yalcano had- © one under the 

' Sean the ſaid ſeven fathoms depth. This night it 
caſt up ſome ftones like ; Sage HOY: Olghes as the 

x h fifth .d. the: twenty it prove yet more 
violawr thanever with thundring 1 noiſe. and YL of 

re. 
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fire. Friday the twenty fixth, the mouth' that was 
at the foot of | the Mountain began again to caſt up 43 

much *fireand ſtones as ever, and: formed two other 
Rivers;the one taking its courſe to Leeward ofthe firſt 
River'leading toward the Rocks called de los Tacoſos ; 
and the other took its way to windward of the firſt, di- 
realy towards the Bathes,or Holy Fountain; and in 
this entrance the mouth of the Monntain was obſer- 
ved to be more quiet, though it eaſt up much aſhes 
hke black ſmall ſand. What dammage appears to - 
have been done from its beginning to this'day the 
twenty ſixth of November, being of thirteen days con- - 
tinuance, hath | been, about nine” or. ten Country 
Houſes burnt, befides Out-houles, and great Ciſterns 
for water, which are the poor Peoples only Remedy 
inthoſe parts, and upwards of three hundred Acres - 
of ground are quite ſpoiled, being covered- with 
Rocks, Stones, and other Rubbiſh and Sand ; and 
if, (which God defend.) the faid Yulcaro do longer . 
continue, the damage mult be far greater, eſpecially 
if any other mouth ſhould break out higher, as it is 
much feared, by reaſon the earth in ſome places doth 
open with appearances as at firſt, {6 that all about that 
circuit of the. Fzercaliente will be loſt; and for what 
already hapned, and yet continues with muchterrour, 
beſides the fears of more in other parts thereabour, ; 
the Inhabitants do leave their Habitations, and like - 
poor diſtreſſed people ſeek -rehef at the City, and 
many leave the Iſland to ſeek their fortunes in the - 
others. | 

From the twenty fixthof November, that the afore- 
faid Relation was ſent for Tereriff by the Chamber of 
this Iſland unto the General, the ſaid Vulcavwo con- 
tinueth fierce, and without ceaſing, rather more 
thanleſ, with a terrible thundring noiſe, caſting up 
Fire, Stones, Rocks, and black od the three 
Rivers of Fire. ftill running mto the YEA, and hath 

naw dammed up all the Baths and. holy Fountain, W 
| | . the. 
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